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This is likewise one of the factors by obtaining the soft documents
of this Al Quds Newspaper Online by online. You might not
require more era to spend to go to the book inauguration as with
ease as search for them. In some cases, you likewise accomplish
not discover the notice Al Quds Newspaper Online that you are
looking for. It will extremely squander the time.
However below, in imitation of you visit this web page, it will be
as a result unquestionably easy to get as without difficulty as
download lead Al Quds Newspaper Online
It will not believe many mature as we accustom before. You can
reach it even if law something else at home and even in your
workplace. fittingly easy! So, are you question? Just exercise just
what we give under as with ease as evaluation Al Quds
Newspaper Online what you behind to read!

Sharon May 05
2020 Ariel Sharon,
Israel's former
Prime Minister, was
perhaps one of the
most controversial
public figures in the
Mideast. He was
born in 1928 in a
moshav—an
agricultural
community in
which, unlike a
al-quds-newspaper-online

kibbutz, residents
own their own
property—and was
raised by parents
who were not only
ardent Zionists but
also rugged
individualists. His
father especially
was contemptuous
of socialism and
believed in
individual
enterprise, raising
2/33

his son to be selfreliant and
physically strong in
order to prepare
him for the
inevitable struggle
to establish a
Jewish state.
Sharon was
perhaps best known
as the organizer of
what was called
Commando Unit
101 and for Read
his Free
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original ideas for
the training of
commando forces,
which he later
adapted to the
training of larger,
more traditional
armies. During his
military career he
personally led many
raids into Arab
territory and has
been criticized for
his role in the
destruction, in
1953, of some forty
Arab homes—which
he insisted he
thought were empty
and in which sixtynine Arabs died.
Later, in 1982, he
was blamed also for
allowing the
Lebanese Christian
Militia into a
Palestinian refugee
camp in which
hundreds were
killed. His political
career was of
course indelibly
colored by his
military exploits.
al-quds-newspaper-online

What made Sharon
tick? What kind of a
man was he? How
did his childhood
and early life
condition him to
become a brilliant
commander,
controversial
soldier and an asyet-untested leader
of a small
democracy which is
divided both within
and without? This
first biography in
English—frank, but
balanced—will
perhaps answer
some of the
questions raised by
his career both as a
soldier and
politician.
Arab Media Jan 31
2020 This book
provides a clear
and authoritative
introduction to the
emerging Arab
media industries in
the context of
globalization and its
impacts, with a
3/33

focus on publishing,
press,
broadcasting,
cinema and new
media. Through
detailed discussions
of the regulation
and economics of
these industries,
the authors argue
that the political,
technological and
cultural changes on
the global media
scene have resulted
in the
reorganization of
the Arab media
field. They provide
striking examples of
this through the
particular effects
on media policies,
media technology
and the content and
genres developed
for the new
generation of media
consumers. As part
of the book's
overview of the
contemporary
characteristics of
Arab media,Read
the Free
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authors outline the
development of the
role of modern Arab
media from a tool of
mobilizing the
public to a tool of
commercial and
symbolic profit.
Overall, the volume
illustrates how the
Arab region
represents a unique
case where the
commercialization
and liberalization of
selected media
industries has gone
hand in hand with
continuous state
intervention and an
increasing self
censorship. Written
for students without
prior knowledge of
the topic, Arab
Media will be
essential reading
for all interested in
the contemporary
global media
industries.
The Palestinian
National
Authority: Studies
al-quds-newspaper-online

of the Experience
and Performance
1994-2013 Oct 22
2021 Almost twenty
years after the Oslo
Accords and the
formation of the
Palestinian National
Authority (PA),
there is a need to
examine this
experience in all its
aspects, especially
since it has not
achieved its main
goal: the transition
from an
autonomous
authority to an
independent state
with full
sovereignty over
the 1967 occupied
Palestinian
territories (West
Bank and Gaza
Strip). This book is
a comprehensive
study of the PA and
its experience. The
15 chapters analyze
the aspects of the
PA establishment
and its legislative,
4/33

judicial and
presidential
institutions, as well
as the performance
of successive
governments. The
book deals with the
internal Palestinian
situation, the
security forces, the
PA position towards
the resistance
forces, and
economic,
demographic,
educational and
health conditions in
the West Bank and
Gaza Strip. It also
tackles the
corruption in the
PA, the relationship
between the PA and
the media, as well
as its foreign policy.
This book is a
systematic,
scientific study that
forensically
documents the PA
experience. It has
undergone the
usual procedures of
Read Free
scientific editing,
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including the
reviewing of texts
and references.
Trans-Colonial
Urban Space in
Palestine Apr 27
2022 Taking a
multidisciplinary
approach to
examine the
dynamics of ethnonational
contestation and
colonialism in
Israel/Palestine,
this book
investigates the
approaches for
dealing with the
colonial and postcolonial urban
space, resituating
them within the
various theoretical
frameworks in
colonial urban
studies. The book
uses Henry
Lefebvre’s three
constituents of
space – perceived,
conceived and lived
– to analyse past
and present
al-quds-newspaper-online

colonial cases
interactively with
time. It mixes the
non-temporal
conceptual
framework of
analysis of
colonialism using
literature of
previous colonial
cases with the
inter-temporal
abstract Lefebvrian
concepts of space
to produce an intertemporal re-reading
of them. Israeli
colonialism in the
occupied areas of
1967, its
contractions from
Sinai and Gaza, and
the implications on
the West Bank are
analysed in detail.
By illustrating the
transformations in
colonial urban
space at different
temporal stages, a
new phase is
proposed - the
trans-colonial. This
provides a
5/33

conceptual means
to avoid the pitfalls
of neo-colonial and
post-colonial
influences
experienced in
previous cases, and
the book goes on to
highlight the
implications of such
a phase on the
Palestinians. It is an
important
contribution to
studies on Middle
East Politics and
Urban Geography.
News Media in
the Arab World
Oct 10 2020 News
Media in the Arab
World: A Study of
10 Arab and Muslim
Countries is based
on ongoing
research at the
Department of
Media and
Communication,
University of
Leicester, and has
investigated the
rapidly changing
Read
Free
nature of the
news
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media in Arab
countries. They
have investigated
the role of
newspapers and
television in news
provision and the
impact of new
media
developments, most
especially the
emergence of the
internet as a
platform for news
distribution and of
international
satellite television
channels such as Al
Jazeera. Examining
the constantly
developing nature
of news, the
collection contains
separately authored
chapters produced
by the researchers
responsible for
each original
analysis, covering
Bahrain, Egypt,
Iraq, Kuwait, Libya,
Oman, Qatar,
Palestine, Saudi
Arabia and the
al-quds-newspaper-online

United Arab
Emirates. Based on
original primary
and secondary
research, this will
be the first
empirical-based
collection to blend
perspectives from
both the Western
and Arab nations.
A Tale of Two
Narratives Jun 25
2019 Explores the
transmission - and
perpetuation - of
conflict narratives
in Israeli-Jewish
and Palestinian
society since the
signing of the Oslo
Accords.
The Palestinian
Strategic Report
2011/12 Sep 01
2022 This annual
referential report,
has become an
essential classic in
the academic realm
of Palestinian
Studies. It includes
the latest and most
recent statistical
6/33

and analytic data
on the various
developments
related to the
Palestinian issue. **
Al-Zaytouna Centre
for Studies &
Consultations has
just released the
Palestinian
Strategic Report
2011/12 (PSR
2011/12). It reviews
the various
developments
concerning the
Palestinian question
in a comprehensive,
objective and
academic manner,
covering the period
up until the end of
2011/12, as well as
some developments
in 2012. PSR
2011/12, which is
being published for
the seventh
consecutive year, is
one of the most
important studies
published on an
annual basis by alZaytouna. ItRead
hasFree
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become a staple
reference for
specialists and
those interested in
Palestinian affairs,
owing to its
comprehensive
coverage of the
developments
related to the
Palestinian question
throughout the
whole year. PSR
2011/12 observes
strict professional
and academic
standards, and
offers a wealth of
data, up-to-date
statistics, and
tables and charts. It
also contains
strategic
assessments and
offers an outlook of
future events. This
415-page book was
co-authored by 12
researchers
specializing in
Palestinian affairs,
and was revised by
four advisers, and
edited by Associate
al-quds-newspaper-online

Professor Dr.
Mohsen
Mohammad Saleh.
This year’s PSR
contains seven
chapters instead of
eight, with
demographic and
economic indicators
having been
merged into one
chapter, and added
to educational
indicators in the
West Bank (WB)
and Gaza Strip (GS)
– distinguishing this
year’s report from
its predecessors.
PSR 2011/12
concludes that the
Palestinian political
arena is still
experiencing the
same problems and
obstacles seen in
previous years,
most notably the
failure to bring
together the
various factions and
constituents of the
Palestinian people
under one umbrella
7/33

(the Palestine
Liberation
Organization—PLO)
; the lack of a
unified strategic
vision; the failure to
agree on the
priorities for
national action in
the current stage;
and the continuing
conflict between
the strategies of
resistance and
negotiated peace.
This is in addition
to the fact that
Palestinian
decision-making
centers remain in
disarray, coming
under pressure
from the Israeli
occupation in the
WB, and Israeli
blockade in GS. As
regards
reconciliation, PSR
2011/12 argues that
steps towards
achieving it will
continue to
stumble, expressing
Read Free
little optimism
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regarding the
legislative and
presidential
elections, and the
elections for the
Palestinian National
Council (PNC).
Furthermore, there
remain significant
hurdles before the
reformation of the
PLO and the
security forces,
where the
insistence of the
Palestinian
Authority (PA) in
Ramallah on
maintaining a high
level of security
coordination with
the Israel remains
the biggest obstacle
to achieving real
Palestinian
reconciliation. As
concerns Israel, the
PSR states that
2011/12 did not
witness any
significant changes
in relation to its
internal political
landscape, except
al-quds-newspaper-online

the fact that the
Israeli society has
continued to lurch
to the extreme right
in general, in
tandem with
increased racist
manifestations
targeting the
Palestinians of
1948. The PSR
discounted the
possibility of the
negotiations
making any serious
breakthroughs in
the remainder of
2012, especially as
the causes and
factors leading to
the failure of the
efforts to resume
negotiations remain
extant, chiefly as a
result of Israeli
ongoing settlement
activities; reduced
American interest
in the Palestinian
issue in light of the
preoccupation with
the presidential
elections; and
continuing changes
8/33

unfolding in many
Arab countries,
most notably Egypt.
At the Arab level,
PSR 2011/12
indicates that the
Palestinian cause
was not absent
from the agendas of
the Arab uprisings
of 2011/12, albeit it
was not
prominently
present in them
either. The
emergence of
democratic systems
that reflect the will
of the populaces,
and with the rise of
political factions
that are faithful to
the Palestinian
cause and are not
subservient to
foreign agendas,
hope remains that
the Palestinian
question will
receive more
attention from
these new regimes.
With respect to
Read Free
international
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affairs, the report
concludes that
international
diplomatic efforts
concerning the
Palestinian question
declined further in
2011/12, as a result
of several factors
and developments.
These include the
uprisings and
transformations in
several Arab
countries; the
resurging tension
surrounding the
Iranian nuclear
program and the
prospects of a
military
confrontation; and
the repercussions
of the global
financial crisis
which has
particularly hit
countries in the
European Union.
PSR 2011/12 points
out that 2012
marks the year of
the US presidential
elections, during
al-quds-newspaper-online

which American
diplomatic efforts in
the Middle East
traditionally wane,
while the stances of
both the
Democratic and
Republican parties
converge towards
the Israeli position,
with a view to win
over the Jewish
vote. The report
also collates many
statistics
concerning Israeli
violations at various
levels, including the
fact that 118
Palestinians had
been killed by the
Israeli forces and
settlers in GS and
the WB (including
Jerusalem) in
2011/12, while 554
Palestinians and
international
solidarity activists
were wounded. On
the other hand,
Israel Security
Agency (ISA)
recorded 21 Israeli
9/33

deaths in the same
year as a result of
attacks carried out
by Palestinians,
while 122 Israelis
were wounded. On
the subject of
settlement building,
the PA Information
Center Concerning
Colonization and
Annexation Wall
Affairs in the
Ministry of State
recorded the
existence of 474
settlement sites in
the WB until the
end of 2011,
including 184
settlements, 171
unauthorized
outposts, 26 other
settlement sites and
93 buildings which
were partially or
fully appropriated
by the settlers in
East Jerusalem. In
addition, PSR
2011/12 draws
attention to the fact
that the pace of
attacks in Read Free
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Jerusalem has been
surging year after
year, to stress that
the battle for the
Judaization of the
Holy City remains
Israel’s first
priority, in
conjunction with a
trend of growing
obsession with the
Jewishness of the
state dominating
public thinking in
the state of Israel.
The report also
adds that 2011 saw
a marked upsurge
in attacks against
Islamic and
Christian holy sites
in Palestine by
Jewish extremists
and Israel, mostly
as part of the ‘price
tag’ wave of attacks
by settlers in the
WB. As for
demographic
indicators, the
number of
Palestinians in the
world stood at the
end of 2011 at
al-quds-newspaper-online

about 11.22 million
people, with half of
whom, i.e., 5.63
million (50.1%),
living in the
Diaspora. The other
half, i.e., 5.6 million
people (49.9%) live
in historic
Palestine, including
around 1.37 million
in the territories
occupied in 1948,
and 4.23 million
people in the WB
and GS. According
to PSR 2011/12, if
current population
growth levels of
both Palestinians
and Jews remain
the same, the
populations of
Palestinians and
Jews in historic
Palestine will
equalize in 2016,
when the number of
both Jews and
Palestinians will be
approximately 6.4
million. In 2020, the
Jewish population
will be 6.9 million
10/33

and will represent
about 48.9 percent
of the total
population,
compared to 7.2
million Palestinians.
Concerning
economic indicators
in the WB and GS,
the report states
that 2011 did not
see any new
developments
concerning the
direct dependency
of the Palestinian
economy in the WB
and GS on the
Israeli economy, or
the fact that this
economy is isolated
from the Arab
world and the rest
of the world owing
to Israel’s control of
all international
ports and
Palestinian border
crossings. This is in
addition to the fact
that Palestinian
foreign trade is
mostly done with
Free
Israel. PSR Read
2011/12
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also highlights the
enormous disparity
between the
economic
conditions of the
Palestinians in the
WB and GS on one
hand, and those of
the Israelis on the
other. Indeed, the
per capita income
in 2011 was $1614
in the WB and GS
(around $1981 in
the WB and $1073
in GS), compared to
$31,291 in Israel.
The GDP in the WB
and GS reached
around $6.34 billion
in 2011, while the
Israeli GDP totaled
$242.92 billion.
Different
Perspectives on the
Syrian Reality Nov
22 2021 This
unique collection
from Syria presents
research papers
focusing on topics
in cultural research
that are relevant to
the current Syrian
al-quds-newspaper-online

situation, especially
with regard to the
fundamental
changes in the
relationship of
Syrians to the
society they live in
and the dynamic
transformations
they are witnessing.
Through its unique
inside views, the
volume offers a
fascinating
alternative
narrative of the
current societal
context in Syria.
Ettijahat –
Independent
Culture is a Syrian
cultural
organization
founded in 2011.
Ettijahat seeks to
involve independent
culture and arts
positively in the
process of cultural
and social change.
Ettijahat supports
artists and people
engaged in cultural
initiatives, works to
11/33

build consensus and
alliances between
individuals and
cultural
institutions,
promotes the arts
and artists through
regional and
international
platforms, helps
Syrian communities
in having access to
culture and arts,
and funds young
researchers
focusing on the
current cultural and
societal situation in
Syria.
The Routledge
Handbook of
Halal Hospitality
and Islamic
Tourism Apr 15
2021 The Routledge
Handbook of Halal
Hospitality and
Islamic Tourism
provides a greater
understanding of
the current debates
associated with
Islamic tourism and
Read Free
halal hospitality
in
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the context of
businesses,
communities,
destinations, and
the wider sociopolitical context. It
therefore sheds
substantial light on
one of the most
significant travel
and consumer
markets in the
world today and the
important role of
religion in
contemporary
hospitality and
tourism. The book
examines halal
hospitality and
lodging, Islamic
markets, product
developments,
heritage,
certification, and
emerging and
future trends and
issues. It integrates
case studies from a
range of countries
and destinations
and in doing so
emphasises the
significant
al-quds-newspaper-online

differences that
exist with respect
to regulating and
commodifying halal,
as well as stressing
that the Islamic
market is not
monolithic. Written
by highly regarded
international
academics, it offers
a range of
perspectives and
enables a
comprehensive
discussion of this
integral part of
Islam and
contemporary
society. This
handbook will be of
significant interest
to upper level
students,
researchers, and
academics in the
various disciplines
of Tourism,
Hospitality, Food
Studies, Marketing,
Religious Studies,
Geography,
Sociology, and
Islamic Studies.
12/33

The Palestine
Strategic Report
2016-2017 Jul 31
2022 This annual
referential report,
has become an
essential classic in
the academic realm
of Palestinian
Studies. It includes
the latest and most
recent statistical
and analytic data
on the various
developments
related to the
Palestinian issue. **
Syria After the
Uprisings Nov 30
2019 Syria has
been at the center
of world news since
2011, following the
beginnings of a
popular uprising in
the country and its
subsequent violent
and murderous
repression by the
Assad regime. Eight
years on, Joseph
Daher analyzes the
resilience of the
regime and Read
the Free
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failings of the
uprising, while also
taking a closer look
at the counter
revolutionary
processes that have
been undermining
the uprising from
without and within.
Joseph Daher is the
author of
Hezbollah: The
Political Economy
of the Party of God,
and founder of the
blog Syria Freedom
Forever.
Knowing al-Qaeda
Sep 28 2019
Despite a plethora
of studies devoted
to it, the current
understanding of alQaeda and the
threat it poses
remains vague and
ambiguous. Is alQaeda a rigidly
structured
organisation, a
global network of
semi-independent
cells, a franchise, or
simply an ideology?
al-quds-newspaper-online

What role did
Osama bin Laden
play within the
group and its
terrorist campaign?
What does it mean
to talk about the
"global Salafi-jihad"
threat allegedly
confronting the
West? In
addressing such
questions many
writers have sought
to offer definitive
answers, yet overall
the truth about alQaeda remains
elusive. This book
moves beyond this
traditional
approach in order
to investigate and
critically assess
how such answers
reflect the
particular
epistemological
frameworks within
which they are
produced. Its
chapters explore
the varied contexts
within which the
13/33

obscure entity
labelled al-Qaeda is
constituted as a
comprehensible
object of political,
strategic, cultural,
and scientific
knowledge, and
within which
'terrorism' is
rendered an
experience of
quotidian life. This
volume offers a
much-needed
critical reflection
on Western ways of
talking and of
thinking about the
frightening
experience of global
terrorism. In trying
to know how we
know al-Qaeda, it
offers us an
opportunity to try
to know ourselves
and our often
hidden assumptions
about legitimacy,
violence, and
political purpose.
Decolonial
Read Free
Queering in
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Palestine Dec 24
2021 This book
provides a vivid
account of the
political valence of
weaving queer into
native positionality
and the struggle for
decolonisation in
the settler colonial
context of
Palestine, referred
to as decolonial
queering. It
discusses how
processes of gender
and sexuality that
privilege heterocolonising authority
shaped and
continue to define
both the IsraeliZionist conquest of
Palestine and the
Palestinian struggle
for liberation, thus
future imaginings
of free Palestine.
This account
emerges directly
from the voices and
experiences of
Palestinian activists
and artists;
al-quds-newspaper-online

particularly, it
draws on fieldwork
with Palestine’s
most established
queer grassroots
movement alQaws
for Sexual and
Gender Diversity in
Palestinian Society
and a variety of
artistic Palestinian
productions
(photography,
fashion, music,
performance, and
video art). Offering
a comprehensive
and in-depth
engagement with
the situated
context, history,
and local practices
of Palestinian
queerness,
scholars, students,
and activists across
(de)colonial, race
and
gender/sexuality
studies would
appreciate its
unique insights, its
empirical focus also
reaches to those
14/33

academics in the
wider fields of
Middle Eastern,
anthropological,
and political
studies.
Human Security,
Law and the
Prevention of
Terrorism Jan 13
2021 This study
examines two
important questions
regarding terrorism
and political
violence: which
threats to human
security constitute
root causes for
collective violence
and which adequate
responses for these
root causes are
available to the
international
community. The
responses are
examined on the
basis of
international law, in
particular human
rights law, and
within the concept
Read Free
of human security,
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with the goal of
fostering a longterm reduction in
political violence.
Drawing on existing
political discussions
and research about
the root causes of
terrorism, Zwitter
develops a legal
framework for the
application of legal
terrorism
prevention tools.
This study serves as
a framework of
action and analysis
using concepts and
particularly legal
frameworks which
are already broadly
or universally
recognized to
increase the
applicability of the
framework without
having to invent
new legal regimes.
In doing so it makes
use of the concept
of human security
for tackling
breeding grounds
and other
al-quds-newspaper-online

facilitators of
terrorism making it
universally
accessible.
Combining social
science research
with legal sociology
and international
law, this book will
be of interest to
students and
scholars of politics,
international
relations, security
studies, conflict
studies and law.
Information
Politics, Protests,
and Human Rights
in the Digital Age
Mar 15 2021 This
edited collection
offers a fresh
perspective on how
a quiet digital
revolution from
below spreads
throughout the
world.
The Palestinian
Strategic Report
2010/11 Jan 01
2020 This annual
referential report,
15/33

has become an
essential classic in
the academic realm
of Palestinian
Studies. It includes
the latest and most
recent statistical
and analytic data
on the various
developments
related to the
Palestinian issue.
Al-Zaytouna Centre
for Studies and
Consultations
issued its
Palestinian
Strategic Report
2010/11 (PSR
2010/11) which
addresses the
developments of the
Palestinian issue in
2010/11. The PSR is
considered one of
the most important
scientific studies
published annually
by Al-Zaytouna
Centre. The Report
is rich with
information,
analyses, tables and
Read Free
charts besides
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strategic visions
and future outlooks.
It is published for
the sixth year in a
row and it has
become one of the
major sources for
experts and those
interested in the
Palestinian issue. It
provides a
comprehensive
coverage of the
developments of the
Palestinian issue
that happened over
a year while
abiding by strict
scientific and
professional
standards. The
Report is 444
medium-sized
pages. It is coauthored by 15
researchers
specialized in the
Palestinian issue,
reviewed by four
consultants and
edited by Dr.
Mohsen M. Saleh.
The PSR 2010/11
stresses that the
al-quds-newspaper-online

uprisings witnessed
in the Arab world
since early 2011,
especially in Egypt,
will have a direct
impact on the
Palestinian issue.
The impact will
most likely be
positive if the
uprisings achieved
their goals and
yielded political
regimes which
express the real will
of the Arab peoples.
However, the
Report notes that
the internal affairs
would most
probably be the
primary concern
during the coming
period. Regarding
the interPalestinian
reconciliation, PSR
2010/11 asserts
that the
reconciliation
agreement signed
in Cairo last May
still needs more
serious steps to end
16/33

the division and
achieve real
reconciliation on
the ground. It
needs to resolve
many obstacles
through
cooperation
between the
different parties,
away from external
interventions and
pressures. On the
Israeli level, the
Report mentions
that 2010 has
continuously
witnessed the
inclination of the
Israeli society
towards the
extreme right. It
further notes the
absence of any
breakthroughs in
2011 especially in
the light of Israel’s
rejection for the
negotiations with
President Mahmud
‘Abbas. The
agreement signed
with Hamas and the
Read
PA’s attempts
toFree
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obtain international
recognition of the
Palestinian State in
September 2011
hindered such
negotiations. On
the international
level, the PSR says
that the
international
diplomatic efforts
towards the
Palestinian issue
have failed again in
2010. They could
not achieve any
significant progress
regarding the peace
settlement track or
the siege imposed
on the Gaza Strip.
Moreover, PSR
2010/11 includes a
large number of
figures and
statistics on Israeli
violations on
different levels.
During 2010, 98
Palestinians were
killed in the West
Bank and Gaza
Strip (including
Jerusalem) by
al-quds-newspaper-online

Israeli forces and
settlers while 967
Palestinians and
international
solidarity activists
were wounded. On
the other hand,
Israel’s internal
security service
mentioned that
during 2010, 9
Israelis were killed
and 28 were
wounded in
operations carried
out by the
Palestinians.
Concerning
settlement building,
the Report shows
that despite the 10month Israeli
moratorium on
settlement building,
Israel established
1819
buildings/apartmen
ts in 133
settlements all over
the West Bank,
including
Jerusalem; in
addition to 1433
mobile homes
17/33

(caravans). PSR
2010/11 also
discusses the
increased Israeli
attacks on the
Islamic and
Christian holy sites
in Jerusalem and
historic Palestine,
during 2010. It
further shows that
the developments
during that year
revealed that the
Judaization of
Jerusalem has
become the primary
battle for Israel due
to the obsession
with the
“Jewishness of the
state” dominating
the Israeli mind.
Concerning
demographic
indicators, PSR
2010/11 mentions
that at the end of
2010 the number of
Palestinians around
the world was
around 11.14
million people.
Readof
Free
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them, i.e., 5.75
million (51.6%) live
in Diaspora, while
the rest, i.e., 5.39
million (48.4%) live
in historic
Palestine. The latter
are distributed by
1.28 million people
in the territories
occupied in 1948
and 4.11 million in
the ’67 territories.
The Report
mentions that if the
current growth
rates of the
Palestinians and the
Jews persist, the
number of
Palestinians and
Jews will become on
par by 2017 where
each will reach
around 6.53 million.
Thus, in 2020,
around 49.2% of
the population will
be Jews as their
number will reach
6.87 million
compared to 7.09
million Palestinians.
Regarding the
al-quds-newspaper-online

economic indicators
in the West Bank
and the Gaza Strip,
the Report shows
that events during
2010 has not
affected the direct
dependence of the
Palestinian
economy on the
Israeli economy. In
addition, the
isolation of the
Palestinian
economy from the
outside world
continued due to
the Israeli control
of all international
exits and
Palestinian border
crossings besides
the Palestinian
foreign trade. PSR
2010/11 also refers
to the enormous
difference between
the Palestinian
economy in the
West Bank and the
Gaza Strip on one
hand and the Israeli
economy on the
other. Thus, it
18/33

shows, for example,
that in 2010 the
Palestinian GDP per
capita was $1500
(around $1925 in
the West Bank and
$877 in the Strip)
compared to
$28,500 in Israel. In
addition, the GDP
amounted to $5.73
billion for the
Palestinians
compared to
$217.13 billion for
the Israelis.
Going Live Nov 10
2020 Explains the
dangers of
trivialized news and
sloppy ethics in the
age of online news
and sensationalized
news shows and
discusses how
viewers can sort out
fact from fiction.
Security in the
Persian Gulf
Region Feb 23
2022 This book
examines changes
in the Persian Gulf
Read Free
security complex
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following the
United States (US)
invasion of Iraq in
2003, focusing on
threats to the
collective identities
of two religious
sects - Shia and
Sunni. Although
there is a growing
body of literature
examining security
in the Persian Gulf,
little focus has been
given to the
theoretical and
methodological
aspects of the
problem. In this
volume, Shayan
analyses the causes
behind the security
changes which
occurred in the
region since 2003
and demonstrates
how regional
security dynamics
are interlinked to
perceived sectarian
threats on the Shia
and Sunni religious
identities. This text
is essential reading
al-quds-newspaper-online

for political
scientists, policy
makers and
scholars of
international
relations.
Egypt Aug 20 2021
Azmi Bishara's
seminal study of the
2011 Egyptian
Revolution
chronicles in
granular detail the
lead up to the
momentous
uprisings and the
subsequent
transition and coup.
The book critically
investigates the
social and economic
conditions that
formed the
backdrop to the
revolution and the
complex challenges
posed by the
transition from
authoritarianism to
democracy. Part
One, 'From July
Coup to January
Revolution', goes
back to what is
19/33

called the '1952
revolution' or the
'1952 Coup d'état'
and traces events
until 2011 when
Hosni Mubarak
stepped down as
the president of
Egypt after weeks
of protest. It
highlights the
relationship
between the
presidency and the
army to show that,
contrary to popular
belief, the
presidency grew
gradually stronger
at the expense of
other institutions,
especially the army,
and reached its
apogee under
Mubarak. Part Two
'From Revolution to
Coup d'Etat', covers
the critical stages
from when the
military junta took
over the governing
of Egypt as the
Supreme Council of
Read Free
the Armed Forces
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(SCAF), and the
election of Morsi,
up until the coup to
overthrow his
presidency. Using a
democratic
transition theory
perspective, Azmi
Bishara explains
the failure of the
democratic
transition and how
it has impacted on
Arab revolutions
ever since. Written
while the
revolutions were
taking place, this
book conveys a
sense of immediacy
and urgency as
Bishara makes
wide-ranging
assessments with
many of his
forecasts
corroborated in
later years. The
book is renowned
for its use of
primary source
material - including
interviews,
statistics and public
al-quds-newspaper-online

opinion polls – thus
preserving the
memory of the
revolution and
remaining one of
the most
comprehensive
reference books on
the subject to date.
The Use of New
Media by the
Palestinian
Diaspora in the
United Kingdom
May 17 2021 This
book presents
pioneering research
on the impact of
new media on the
Palestinian
Diaspora, and is the
result of
unprecedented
access to the
Palestinian
community in the
United Kingdom. It
explores issues of
politics, conflict
resolution, new
media and daily life
experiences of the
dispersed
Palestinian people.
20/33

The research is
linked to the
contemporary
phenomenon of the
large immigration
wave from the
Middle East and
Africa to Europe,
and the increasing
use in internet and
smart phone
applications by
immigrants. As the
book shows, new
technology
empowers the
Palestinian people,
enables their global
visibility, and
strengthens
democratic values
in this society. It
deals with the
impact of new
media on the
Palestinian
Diaspora, from the
emergence of
satellite television
channels and the
internet to the
development of
social networks and
smart phoneRead Free
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applications.
During the research
period, internet and
smart phone usage
of Palestinians in
the UK was higher
than the usage in
Gaza and the West
Bank. In recent
years, there has
been a significant
increase in the use
of digital and
information
technology in Gaza
and the West Bank.
The book will
primarily appeal to
international
scholars
specializing in
media, the Middle
East, diaspora and
migration, political
science, and peace
and conflict studies.
It will also be of
interest to those
involved in politics
and new media, as
well as government
decision- makers,
and legislators.
Islamikaze Aug 08
al-quds-newspaper-online

2020 "Islamikaze:
Manifestations of
Islamic Martyrology
explains the
historical
background to the
events of 11
September 2001,
the Western
countermeasures
and the reactions to
both in the Muslim
world. The attacks
generated much
debate over the role
of religion, and
Israeli makes a very
important
contribution to the
understanding of
the concept of the
Martyr in Islam and
the doctrine of
Martyrdom, as well
as those who
champion it
(ideologically and
theologically), and
the identified
enemies of the
Muslim
fundamentalists. He
illustrates his thesis
with a selection of
21/33

texts extolling the
Martyrs
(erroneously called
'suicide
bombers')."--BOOK
JACKET. Title
Summary field
provided by
Blackwell North
America, Inc. All
Rights Reserved.
Antisemitism on
Social Media Sep
08 2020
Antisemitism on
Social Media is a
book for all who
want to understand
this phenomenon.
Researchers
interested in the
matter will find
innovative
methodologies
(CrowdTangle or
Voyant Tools mixed
with discourse
analysis) and new
concepts (tertiary
antisemitism,
antisemitic
escalation) that
should become
standard in Read Free
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research on
antisemitism on
social media. It is
also an invitation to
students and upand-coming and
established
scholars to study
this phenomenon
further. This
interdisciplinary
volume addresses
how social media
with its technology
and business model
has revolutionized
the dissemination of
antisemitism and
how this impacts
not only victims of
antisemitic hate
speech but also
society at large.
The book gives
insight into case
studies on different
platforms such as
Twitter, Facebook,
TikTok, YouTube,
and Telegram. It
also demonstrates
how social media is
weaponized
through the
al-quds-newspaper-online

dissemination of
antisemitic content
by political actors
from the right, the
left, and the
extreme fringe, and
critically assesses
existing counterstrategies. People
working for social
media companies,
policy makers,
practitioners, and
journalists will
benefit from the
questions raised,
the findings, and
the
recommendations.
Educators who
teach courses on
antisemitism, hate
speech, extremism,
conspiracies, and
Holocaust denial
but also those who
teach future leaders
in computer
technology will find
this volume an
important resource.
The Palestine
Strategic Report
2018-2019 Jul 19
22/33

2021 This annual
referential report,
has become an
essential classic in
the academic realm
of Palestinian
Studies. It includes
the latest and most
recent statistical
and analytic data
on the various
developments
related to the
Palestinian issue. **
Al-Zaytouna Centre
is pleased to
present to its
readers the
Palestine Strategic
Report (PSR)
2018–2019, the
11th PSR to be
published. With an
academic
methodology and
comprehensive, and
objective approach,
the report
comprehensively
details
developments
concerning the
Palestine issue and
Free
provides theRead
latest
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information and
data available at
the end of 2019,
along with analyses
and forecasts
running into
2020–2021. This
report is the result
of collaborative
work between 14
experts and
researchers. In
eight chapters, it
addresses the
internal Palestinian
scene; Palestinian
demographic and
economic
indicators; the
situation in
Jerusalem and the
holy sites; the
specifics of Israeli
aggression,
Palestinian
resistance and the
peace process; the
complexities of
Israeli-Palestinian
dynamics, including
the internal
situation in Israel;
and Palestine’s
Arab, Islamic and
al-quds-newspaper-online

international
relations. The PSR
now occupies a
prominent position
as an indispensable
reference
document, integral
to Palestine studies
and research. AlZaytouna Centre
hopes the PSR will
continue to make
valuable
contributions in this
field.
Middle East
Contemporary
Survey, Vol. 24,
2000 Oct 29 2019
Fulltext Sources
Online Jun 05 2020
Stateless Literature
of the Gulf Aug 27
2019 The “Bidun”
(“without
nationality”) are a
stateless
community based
across the Arab
Gulf. There are an
estimated 100,000
or so Bidun in
Kuwait, a
heterogeneous
23/33

group made up of
tribes people who
failed to register for
citizenship between
1959 and 1963,
former residents of
Iraq, Saudi and
other Arab
countries who
joined the Kuwait
security services in
'60s and '70s and
the children of
Kuwaiti women and
Bidun men. They
are considered
illegal residents by
the Kuwaiti
government and as
such denied access
to many services of
the oil-rich state,
often living in slums
on the outskirts of
Kuwait's cities.
There are few
existing works on
the Bidun
community and
what little research
there is is grounded
in an Area
Studies/Social
Read Free
Sciences approach.
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This book is the
first to explore the
Bidun from a
literary/cultural
perspective,
offering both the
first study of the
literature of the
Bidun in Kuwait,
and in the process a
corrective to some
of the pitfalls of a
descriptive,
approach to
research on the
Bidun and the
region. The author
explores the
historical and
political context of
the Bidun, their
position in Kuwaiti
and Arabic literary
history,
comparisons
between the Bidun
and other stateless
writers and analysis
of the key themes in
Bidun literature
and their
relationship to the
Bidun struggle for
recognition and
al-quds-newspaper-online

citizenship.
The Internet in the
Mideast and North
Africa Jun 29 2022
VI.
Cybercensorship:
its various forms
Perspectives on
Arabic Linguistics
Jan 25 2022 This
volume contains a
selection of
reviewed and
revised papers from
the twenty-first
Annual Symposium
on Arabic
Linguistics, which
was held on March
2–3, 2007, at
Brigham Young
University in Provo,
Utah. The papers in
this volume deal
with a variety of
topics in Arabic
linguistics with a
notable number of
them emphasizing
pragmatic aspects.
The papers here
included place a
high value on the
presentation of
24/33

authentic data and
explore different
approaches in their
analysis.
The Palestine
Strategic Report
2020-2021 Mar 27
2022 Al-Zaytouna
Centre is pleased to
present to its
readers the
Palestine Strategic
Report (PSR)
2020–2021, the
12th PSR to be
published. With an
academic
methodology and
comprehensive
objective approach,
the report details
the developments
concerning the
Palestine issue and
provides the latest
information and
data available at
the endof 2021,
along with analyses
and forecasts. This
report is the result
of collaborative
work of 15 experts
Read Free
and researchers.
In
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eight chapters, it
addresses the
internal Palestinian
scene; Palestinian
demographic and
economic
indicators; the
situation in
Jerusalem and the
holy sites; the
specifics of Israeli
aggression,
Palestinian
resistance and the
peace process; the
internal situation in
Israel, politically,
economically and
militarily; and
Palestine’s Arab,
Islamic, and
international
relations. The PSR
now occupies a
prominent position
as an indispensable
reference, integral
to Palestine studies
and research. AlZaytouna Centre
hopes the PSR will
continue to make
valuable
contributions in this
al-quds-newspaper-online

field.
Media, Power, and
Politics in the
Digital Age Apr 03
2020 Focusing on
the Iranian
presidential
elections of 2009
and ensuing
demonstrations in
major cities across
Iran and world,
Media, Power, and
Politics in the
Digital Age
provides a balanced
discussion of the
role and impact of
modern
communication
technologies,
particularly the
novel utilization of
'small digital media'
vis-^-vis the
elections and global
media coverage.
Written in a nontechnical, easy to
read, and
accessible manner,
the volume will
appeal to scholars,
students, policy
25/33

makers, and print
professionals alike.
Iran, Revolution,
and Proxy Wars Dec
12 2020 This book
analyzes the
historical quest of
the Islamic
Republic of Iran to
export its
revolution to the
Muslim countries in
the Middle East and
beyond. The
authors argue that
Iran exported its
revolution by using
proxies such as
Hezbollah, the Iraqi
Shite militias, and
the Houthis. The
study unravels the
casual chain behind
less-known cases of
Iranian sponsorship
of al Qaeda
(Central) and al
Qaida in Iraq. It
combines rigorous
theory with detailed
empirical analysis
which can add to
the current debate
Free
about ways Read
to roll
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back Iran’s
revolutionary
export.
From Heart of
Stone to Heart of
Flesh: Evolutionary
Journey from
Extremism to
Moderation Nov 03
2022 This book
examines the forces
of human
transformation from
extremism to
moderation. It
analyzes the ethical
indicators which
determine making
the choice of the
path to take when
one is faced with
crucial decisions to
make. The author
focuses on three
central values,
namely, (a)
moderation,
reflecting balance
in dealing with
individual and
group issues; (b)
reconciliation,
reflecting
willingness to heal
al-quds-newspaper-online

wounds and repair
broken
relationships by
showing respect for
the personal and
collective narrative
of the other, and
feeling empathy
and compassion for
the pain and
suffering of other
and viewing the
perspective of the
other by putting
oneself in the shoes
of the other; (c)
peace, coexisting
with the other
reflecting tolerance
for the beliefs and
views of other.
These three
concepts are linked
together in
consequential
sequence with each
leading to the other
and eventually
resulting prosperity
and security.
A Social
Psychology
Perspective on
The Israeli26/33

Palestinian
Conflict Feb 11
2021 Due to its
intensity and
extensive effects
both locally and
globally, the IsraeliPalestinian conflict
has drawn the
attention of
scholars from
numerous
disciplines, who
attempt to explain
the causes of the
conflict and the
reasons for the
difficulties in
resolving it. Among
these one can find
historians,
geographers,
political scientists,
sociologists and
others. This volume
explores the IsraeliPalestinian conflict
from a social
psychology
perspective. At the
core of the book is a
theory of
intractable
conflicts, asRead Free
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developed by Daniel
Bar-Tal of Tel Aviv
University, applied
to the IsraeliPalestinian conflict.
Opening with an
introduction to the
Israeli-Palestinian
conflict situation
and a few chapters
on the theoretical
backgrounds of the
creation of a
societal ethos of
conflict, the volume
then moves to an
analysis of the
psycho-social
underpinnings of
the conflict, while
concluding with a
discussion of the
possibility of longstanding peace in
the region. Among
the topics included
in the coverage are:
· Identity formation
during conflict ·
The Israeli and
Palestinian ethos of
conflict · The
important role of
Palestinian and
al-quds-newspaper-online

Israeli education ·
An analysis of the
leadership in the
Israeli-Palestinian
peace process · The
challenges and
potential towards a
road to peace in the
region All
contributors to the
volume are preeminent scholars of
the IsraeliPalestinian conflict,
and many of them
have felt the
influence of BarTal’s formulations
in their own work.
A rich resource for
those who are
followers of Dr.
Bar-Tal's work, for
those who study
intractable conflicts
in all its forms, and
for those who have
a particular interest
in the IsraeliPalestinian conflict,
A Social Psychology
Perspective of the
Israeli-Palestinian
Case offers a
27/33

detailed exploration
of the psychological
underpinnings of
the IsraeliPalestinian conflict
and the barriers to
and opportunities of
the peace process.
Hamas and
Ideology Jul 07
2020 Sheikh Yusūf
al- Qaraḍāwī is
regarded as the
most influential
contemporary
Muslim religious
figure. His bestselling book, AlḤalal wal-Ḥaram fi
al-Islam ("The
Forbidden and the
Permitted in Islam")
is perhaps one of
the most widely
read Islamic works,
after the Qur’ān.
The subject of jihad
in Palestine is a
salient feature of
Qaraḍāwī’s thought
and is addressed
frequently in his
books. His views on
Read
Israel and on
theFree
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Jews shape those of
many Muslims
throughout the
world. This book
paints alQaraḍāwī’s portrait
within the context
of the subject of the
struggle for
Palestine and
assesses why he is
committed so
fervently to the
Palestinian course.
It also sheds light
on another
important aspect of
al-Qaradawi’s
thought, namely the
marked contrast
between his ideas
regarding the
Muslim world and
his views on
relations with other
religions and
countries. Whereas
al- Qaraḍāwī is
considered to be a
moderate in Islamic
matters, his
attitude toward the
Jews and to Israel is
one of abiding
al-quds-newspaper-online

hatred and
uncompromising
struggle. The book
aims to classify
Qaraḍāwī’s thought
along the axis of
moderation and
extremism by
drawing
comparisons
between
Qaraḍāwī’s
teachings and those
of other Muslim
jurists.
Furthermore, it
compares the
features of
antisemitic writing
with that of
Qaraḍāwī in order
to answer the
question as to
whether Qaraḍāwī’s
teachings actually
constitute an
expression of antisemitism. Despite
the subject of jihad
in Palestine being
so central to
Qaraḍāwī’s
thought, there has
not been a
28/33

comprehensive and
systematic
academic study of
this to date. The
book therefore
represents a major
contribution to the
field and will appeal
to anyone studying
the Israel-Palestine
conflict, Islamic
Studies, Jewish
Studies, Terrorism
and Political
Violence.
The Palestinian
Strategic Report
2014-2015 May 29
2022 This annual
referential report,
has become an
essential classic in
the academic realm
of Palestinian
Studies. It includes
the latest and most
recent statistical
and analytic data
on the various
developments
related to the
Palestinian issue.
*** Al-Zaytouna
Read Free
Center for Studies
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and Consultations
in Beirut has
published the
Arabic version of
the Palestinian
Strategic Report
2014-2015 (PSR)
The PSR is one of
al-Zaytouna’s most
important academic
studies, published
periodically in both
English and Arabic.
Today, it can be
surely asserted that
PSR is a must
reference for every
researcher and
academic who are
interested in the
contemporary
developments of the
Palestinian issue
and the Arab-Israeli
conflict. The PSR
reviews biennially
the various
developments
concerning the
Palestinian question
in a comprehensive,
objective and
academic manner.
It offers a wealth of
al-quds-newspaper-online

data, up-to-date
statistics, and
analyzes and offers
an outlook of future
events. The PSR
2014–2015 falls in
392 pages and
seven chapters.
Edited by Dr.
Mohsen
Mohammad Saleh,
PSR 2014–2015 was
written by 12
specialized
researchers, and
reviewed by four
consultants. The
seven chapters
cover the internal
Palestinian scene,
the IsraeliPalestinian scene,
the Palestinian
issue and the Arab
world, the
Palestinian issue
and the Muslim
world, the
Palestinian issue
and the
international
situation, the land
and the holy sites,
and the
29/33

demographic,
economic and
educational
Indicators.
The Palestinian
Strategic Report
2012-2013 Oct 02
2022 This annual
referential report,
has become an
essential classic in
the academic realm
of Palestinian
Studies. It includes
the latest and most
recent statistical
and analytic data
on the various
developments
related to the
Palestinian issue. **
Al-Zaytouna Center
for Studies and
Consultations in
Beirut has
published the
Palestinian
Strategic Report
2012-2013 (PSR).
The Palestinian
Strategic Report
(PSR) is one of alZaytouna’s most
Read Free
important academic
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studies, published
periodically in both
English and Arabic.
Today, it can be
surely asserted that
PSR is a must
reference for every
researcher and
academic who are
interested in the
contemporary
developments of the
Palestinian issue
and the Arab-Israeli
conflict. The PSR
reviews biennially
the various
developments
concerning the
Palestinian question
in a comprehensive,
objective and
academic manner.
It offers a wealth of
data, up-to-date
statistics, and
analyzes and offers
an outlook of future
events. The PSR
2012–2013 falls in
400 pages and
seven chapters.
Edited by Dr.
Mohsen
al-quds-newspaper-online

Mohammad Saleh,
PSR 2012–2013 was
written by 13
specialized
researchers, and
reviewed by three
consultants. The
seven chapters
cover the internal
Palestinian scene,
the IsraeliPalestinian scene,
the Palestinian
issue and the Arab
world, the
Palestinian issue
and the Muslim
world, the
Palestinian issue
and the
international
situation, the land
and the holy sites,
and the
demographic,
economic and
educational
Indicators.
Human Rights
Responsibilities
in the Digital Age
Jun 17 2021 This
book examines the
tangled
30/33

responsibilities of
states, companies,
and individuals
surrounding human
rights in the digital
age. Digital
technologies have a
huge impact – for
better and worse –
on human lives;
while they can
clearly enhance
some human rights,
they also facilitate a
wide range of
violations. States
are expected to
implement efficient
measures against
powerful private
companies, but, at
the same time, they
are drawn to
technologies that
extend their own
control over
citizens. Tech
companies are
increasingly asked
to prevent
violations
committed online
by their users, yet
Read Free
many of their
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business models
depend on the
accumulation and
exploitation of
users' personal
data. While civil
society has a
crucial part to play
in upholding human
rights, it is also the
case that
individuals harm
other individuals
online. All three
stakeholders need
to ensure that
technology does not
provoke the
disintegration of
human rights.
Bringing together
experts from a
range of disciplines,
including law,
international
relations, and
journalism, this
book provides a
detailed analysis of
the impact of digital
technologies on
human rights,
which will be of
interest to
al-quds-newspaper-online

academics,
research students
and professionals
concerned by this
issue.
The Palestinian
Strategic Report
2009/10 Mar 03
2020 The
Palestinian
Strategic Report
2009/2010 is the
fifth in a series of
comprehensive
annual studies of
the Palestinian
issue published by
the Al-Zaytouna
Center for Studies
and Consultations
and now distributed
by Pluto Press. The
book covers the
internal politics of
Palestine, Israeli
politics and policy,
and
Israeli–Palestinian
relations. Also
covered are the
Arab, Muslim, and
international
stances toward the
Palestinian issue.
31/33

Along with
economic and
demographic
indicators, the
report has a special
focus on Jerusalem
and the holy sites.
The 14
distinguished
contributors not
only survey the
situation but also
analyze events in
the region,
identifying trends
and predicting
likely future
developments. The
Palestinian
Strategic Report
2009/2010 is an
essential reference
book for scholars,
NGOs, and activists
working on or in
the Middle East.
Jihad: Oxford
Bibliographies
Online Research
Guide Sep 20 2021
This ebook is a
selective guide
designed to help
scholars andRead Free
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students of Islamic
studies find reliable
sources of
information by
directing them to
the best available
scholarly materials
in whatever form or
format they appear
from books,
chapters, and
journal articles to
online archives,
electronic data sets,
and blogs. Written
by a leading
international
authority on the
subject, the ebook
provides
bibliographic
information
supported by direct
recommendations
about which
sources to consult
and editorial
commentary to
make it clear how
the cited sources
are interrelated
related. A reader
will discover, for
instance, the most
al-quds-newspaper-online

reliable
introductions and
overviews to the
topic, and the most
important
publications on
various areas of
scholarly interest
within this topic. In
Islamic studies, as
in other disciplines,
researchers at all
levels are drowning
in potentially useful
scholarly
information, and
this guide has been
created as a tool for
cutting through
that material to find
the exact source
you need. This
ebook is a static
version of an article
from Oxford
Bibliographies
Online: Islamic
Studies, a dynamic,
continuously
updated, online
resource designed
to provide
authoritative
guidance through
32/33

scholarship and
other materials
relevant to the
study of the Islamic
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